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Hardlymoving writes about do-it-yourself automobile maintenance on various makes and
models. It comes in a 3. See my other article for replacement of a timing belt on the
four-cylinder Camry the 5SFE engine. If you noticed oil leakage from the firewall side valve
cover gasket, I have another article on how to replace the gasket on this engine in an Lexus ES
which uses the same engine. Therefore, you can use the instructions below to replace a broken
timing belt on a non-VVTI engine. Positioning the camshaft sprockets and the crankshaft pulley
alignment marks to Top Dead Center TDC is all you need to do before installing the new belt.
After installing the belt, you can do a compression leakage test to make sure the valves are still
okay. Other parts are often replaced at the same time. Some shops always replace the water
pump with the belt, but in my experience the Aisin water pumps that come with the MZFE Camry
are good for at least , miles. At , miles, some guide pulleys idler pulleys and tensioner pulleys
look worn and need replacement. The tensioner actuator doesn't generally need replacing. After
, miles, I would definitely replace the seals camshaft, crankshaft, and oil pump and the water
pump as well, along with the timing belt. Whether or not you need to replace the seals depends
on their mileage, age, and their observed condition after you remove the timing belt cover.
Using a "high mileage" oil may swell the seals and stop leakage for a while, though eventually
certainly after ten years seals turn brittle and this trick won't work. Reminder: marking the old
belt with paint where it meets the crankshaft and camshaft pulleys, and transfering these marks
to the new belt, will make it much easier to install the belt if any of the pulleys happen to move
between the removal of the old belt and the installation of the new one. At a minimum, to
remove and torque screws and bolts, especially the crankshaft bolt discussed below, you will
want a breaker bar. This is a tool of many uses. The next step up is an impact driver. You can
get a manual impact driver, but an electric impact driver is even better, if you can afford it. The
one below is the best I have used. Clockwise from upper right: timing belt tensioner or actuator,
timing belt, water pump, water pump gasket, timing belt tensioner pulley lower left , idler pulley
or guide pulley center. The cost of the belt and components can vary greatly. Shop and
compare prices, including shipping costs, for the best deals. But you can find good parts from
other manufacturers as well. This video, the first stage of my "redo" or makeover project on a
Lexus ES 3rd Generation , will show you, step-by-step, how to replace the timing belt, water
pump, idler pulley, tensioner pulley, cam and crank seals. On this car, which has over K miles,
the timing belt has slipped, the water pump and pulleys have seized, and many parts are either
worn out or in need of replacement. The 1MZFE engine, of course, is a non-VVTI engine, so a
broken timing belt can be replaced with a new belt without any concern that the broken belt has
bent the valves. The video contains the procedures described in the text below, though it has
some of the steps in a different order. The video gives more detail than is in the text about
replacing the water pump, crankshaft seal, and cam seals. The major difference is the redesign
of the belt tensioner pulley bracket. Again, the major difference is the redesign of the belt
tensioner pulley bracket. If out of alignment, rotate engine using crankshaft pulley bolt. Apply
paint marks to camshaft pulley, timing belt, and backing plate. If you want to replace the water
pump as part of this job, a 10mm stud removal tool or an "E" socket will make it much easier.
This tool or socket will ease removal of the pump's mounting stud, thereby allowing the pump
to clear the camshaft-side timing belt cover. Removing the stud is easier than removing the
camshaft sprockets and belt cover before removing the pump. Use a wire brush see video at to
remove any residual corrosion before installing the new gasket I use a round brush mounted on
a angled drill. Denso water pumps come with a metal gasket with a rubber coated inside lip
which does not require any RTV. If you purchased a timing belt component kit, your kit should
include a new guide pulley or idler pulley the pulley between the two camshaft sprockets and a
new tensioner pulley between the crankshaft and left camshaft. The guide pulley can be easily
replaced by unbolting the old and bolting on the new. The tensioner pulley is slightly more
difficult. This pulley is part of an assembly that allows the pulley to dynamically apply
continuous pressure on the timing belt via the tensioner to take up the slack if the belt
stretches. The tensioner mounting bolt runs through a sleeve that allows the pulley to move
approximately 30 degrees to take up belt slack. Letters refer to photos at the end of this section.
Click on a photo to enlarge it. See also the video at and following. Put the new belt onto the
right camshaft sprocket, using the paint mark on the belt for alignment. If when you replace the
firewall-side camshaft oil seal you notice oil leakage from the valve cover gasketâ€”which is not
that uncommon in high-mileage carsâ€”you can go to my other article on how to replace the
valve cover gaskets on a Lexus ES, which has the same engine and layout as your six-cylinder
Camry. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.
Question: I have Sienna 3. What is the chance that the valves are bent? Answer: Tough
question. What I would do is replace the time belt, start the car up and see how it runs.

Otherwise, you'll have to do a compression check on each cylinder which in itself is time
consuming. After putting on the new belt, you can start the car without having to put everything
back on i. Question: I have a sienna 3. I replaced the whole timing kit, but before I put the belt
on, I safely lined up the camshaft marks and the crankshaft mark without causing damage. Any
advice? Answer: You can try, but the 3. While getting the crankshaft to TDC, you have to
gradually move the camshafts aligned with the pistons. I have already replaced the rear valve
cover gasket as I notice oil leaking. However, after changing the rear valve cover, I still see
some oil sipping down from the corner of the valve cover right below the timing cover on the
rear passenger side. Could it be coming from the rear cam seal? Answer: Yes, more than likely
it's the rear cam seal. The lower cover mounts over the top cover so you have to remove the
lower before taking off the top. It's a timing belt job. Question: Do you have similar detailed
instructions to remove an axle from a Toyota Camry with a 3. Answer: If you're dealing with the
driver's side, you can use the Toyota Camry 2. What should I do now? Question: I have a 93
Lexus es and would like to know which slot on the camshaft sprockets pulleys is used. Does
the camshaft use the 3V or 4V slot? It appears that each sprocket can be installed in two
different ways. Answer: You are correct. The same sprocket is used for both the left and right
banks. They're mounted in opposition sides to prevent the belt from slipping off. Question: I
changed the timing belt on a es and the harmonic balancer is up against the lower timing cover.
I also cut grooves in the cover. I've checked all the work and put a new balancer, but still, I'm
having the same problem. I'm tempted to buy another washer "timing guide 2. Answer: I see this
occasionally with some cars. Believe the plastic cover bellows out over time from heat. I
wouldn't worry too much about it. It's just a dust cover. Question: When removing the side
engine mount, do you need to support the engine with a jack from underneath? I am replacing
the timing belt because my daughter just bought the car Highlander with , miles, 2wd, and upon
inspection the TB had never been replaced. It's being done as a preventative maintenance,
along with several other updates and fixes. Thing is, I used a quick connect hose and connected
it to the spark plug hole of each cylinder, sent shop air thru it and I get air out of the exhaust
pipe on cyl 1, enough where i can feel it pushing against my hand. I get some air when doing the
same to cyls 4, 5 and 6. Hence my doubt. The only thing that may be different may be the timing
belt tensioner bracket. You can transfer the new tensioner pulley to your old tensioner bracket.
Everything else in the TB kit is the same. Are you doing the timing belt job because the belt
snapped? If not, I'd just put on a new belt, start the car and see how it runs. With respect to the
rear cam pulley shifting, use a 17 mm box wrench to reposition the cam back to the TDC mark.
The ping noise is normal when the cam jumps and won't hurt anything. Hi, on a 3. I did hear a
'ping' which I think came from valves. Timing belt is in place. Does this mean I have bent
valves? I also threaded a hose down sparkplug hole, then connected shop air to that pigtail and
air comes out of ALL cylinders' exhaust valves. Did the compression test with a Harbor Freight
engine compression test kit, battery power kept voltage at around When i clicked on the kit you
show for the 1mfze amazon said the kit wouldn't fit my 98 camry le 3. Is this true? Most timing
belt kits come with instructions with torque specs. You should be able to find them on-line.
That's exactly what to do. To prevent the cam from jumping again, go the cam bolt with a box
wrench with one hand and install the belt with the other hand. When the belt is on and aligned,
turn to cam back to TDC. Hi, and thank you such a great timing belt and water directions. I just
moved it clockwise back to the DTC mark with wrench. Is there any problem with that? Thank
you. Regarding the leaking valve covers on the v6 Camry. Mine had compression washers, great
for the factory, but they only work once. I replaced them with enough flat washers so I could
compress the gasket again. Thanks Jim Shirley! You can subscribe and make comments on my
youtube channel if you'd like. I got wiped out from cleaning dirty grease of the bottom camshaft
mark was gone for timing belt. What can I do. The only thing that might be different is the timing
belt tensioner. I explain the difference in my article. It depends if the engine is 4 or 6 cylinder.
The 4 is no problem. You'll just have to re-align the timing marks on the crankshaft and
camshaft when installing a new belt. VVT-i is an interference engine and the piston could touch
and bend the valves. If it is VVT-i, and if the belt broke at idle, you might have a chance that the
pistons did not bend the valves. Only way to tell is to do a compression test or simply installing
a new belt and see how the engine runs. In the future, before you take on what you think will be
a complex job, take pictures each step of the way so you don't have to rely on your memory so
much. Old, bad oil pump finally off. So much had to be removed before I was able to get off the
pump. Very tight space to work on bolts. But they caved and I got pump off. New pump is on
and I'm slowly putting the pieces back together. I'm forgetting where things went like brackets
to ac conditioning and alt brackets. Hoping to have car back and ready for the big test in a day.
If I am successful, I'll be amazed. If something goes wrong, well, don't know. Thanks for the
help. Wishful praying. I have all the oil pan bolts removed and the pump is loose, but the two

bolts that hold the oil strainer is keeping the pump from complete removal. I can't lift the pump
up so the bolts clear. I looked at a Autozone site with instructions, once again and it looks like I
still have more things to take off. I took lots of screenshots and notes. I'm going to give it
another try. Ha ha. Wish me luck. Fingers crossed. I'm going to guess that it's stuck to the oil
pan because you did not remove the oil pan bolts Toyota sealant is very tough. Mechanic said it
was going out and later that day, it did. I have it almost off but cant figure out why its not
coming completely off. I'm stuck. Do you have anything showing how to remove the oil pump
on a Lexus es? I'm getting a bit frustrated? Thank you for correcting my mistake of using
"overnight wait" to avoid the camshaft jump issue. Now I understand that it is the valve springs
who cause the "jump issue". The camshaft may "jump" due to the valve spring s being
compressed. The compression occurs when the cam lob high point applies pressure to the
valve. So after the jump and when you turn the camshaft back to the TDC position, you are
re-apply valve spring pressure and compression to some of the valves. I will do that. It will be
nice to find some good and true videos there. Can't wait to see the other stuff you do. Thanks
for your complements and kind words. I do try to put out quality work that a layman can
understand. I wanted to say "Thanks very much" to the author, hardlymoving, for this awesome
dyi guide. This article is what I needed to guide me through this horrible repair. But, it's my
girlfriends only ride. She does so much volunteer work handing out food at the Clear Lake
Gleaner, driving their truck and trailer to other Gleaners around Lake County Ca, getting up at
4am. On top of that she does in-home health care, enrolled in 2 colleges to finish getting her
Master, doing side jobs to help with rent and other bills, and still cooks a great dinner at night.
She is the hardest worker I've ever known. Keeps going and going to help others. She can't be
without a vehicle much longer. Anyway, that's why I decided to get greasy and at least get the
majority of the work done. I know my way around a few nuts and bolts, I've done this sort of
thing in my younger days, but I'm more of a non greasy, put in nice stereo, tint the windows and
make it shine in and out. Never tried it but might work in prevent the wheel from turning. No,
should harm the transmission. To remove a stubborn crankshaft bolt, my friend told me to leave
the driver side front wheel on the ground, put the gear on Parking and then use a very long
extension rod to connect the bolt. This way I will have plenty of room to use a cheat bar six-foot
long to unscrew the crankshaft bolt. Will this method damage my transmission? What I did
before was to remove the side motor mount but found that to be too much of a pain as well. If
the cam sprocket jumps, I just re-position the sprocket. Just adds to the confusion of a simple
job. I will be working on my wife's Lexus ES k miles : all TB components including cam seals
and crank seals. As I will be replacing both cam seals, what do you do when the rear cam spring
forward CW during camshaft sprocket removal? Do you simply turn it CCW and align it again?
No big deal. I just re-positioned the sprocket back to the alignment mark. Hardlymoving, hey I
just saw at the bottom of the torque spec. Hello Hardlymoving! Thanks for putting this thread
together I just ordered my Aisin Kit from Rockauto. My question is, for the back Cam Pully there
is the normal 95 Ft. I did a google search and found the following information on the car based
on VIN. Based on the following, can you let me know if it is still "interference engine"? Your
confusion was caused by rotating the engine several times to check the alignment. That is not
necessary and only works on single camshaft gear set ups. Just get the engine to TDC and
align the belt with the camshaft alignment marks. Pull out the tension pin from the tensioner
after alignment and your done installing the belt. Thanks for your response. I'm not sure what
you mean by "There should be a both a V and dot metal marking on the engine a timing gear".
Can you explain a little more on that? Thanks again and appreciate you help. To ensure the
crankshaft is a TDC, you can temporarily re-install the lower timing belt cover and harmonic
balancer cranshaft pulley and align the balancer timing marking with the 0 degree mark on the
timing belt cover. Then remove the pulley and cover. There should be a both a V and dot metal
marking on the engine a timing gear that should now be in alignment at 0 degrees. Correction:
by making sure piston 4 is at the top, since piston 4 is sync with piston 1 which is at the back.
After putting in the new belt and aligned the 3 timing marks left and right camshaft and
crankshaft pulleys. I turned crankshaft 2 full rotations but without pulling the tensioner pin.
Recheck the 3 timing marks, unfortunately they are not aligned. I remove the belt but messed up
the timing marks. My question is after made sure crankshaft is at TDC, can I simply align the left
and right camshafts timing marks and reinstall the timing belt? Hi Hardli if the timing belt is
installed and the marks in the belt its in no position? The starter running without any resistance
indicates a broken timing belt. Throw on a new belt, start the car and see how it runs. The
starter runs way to free but I haven't looked under the hood. Hi I'm doing a timing belt on a 05
highland I lost my grip when installing and caused bank 1 which is the crankshaft closer to
firewall to snap into resting mode what do I do to fix it an Aline it back to top dead the bottom
and upper right side is top dead center I'm lost help please anyone. Thank you for the quick

response and the great article. I figured out the problem. After I would let go of the belt where it
was wrapped around the crankshaft sprocket, the firewall side of the belt would constrict by a
tooth causing me to not have enough slack to install the tensioner. Once I realized this was
happening, I put a a large socket between the No. After I put the tensioner against the belt, I'd
pull the socket out. I had enough slack in the belt to install the tensioner. My tensioner had
12mm bolts. After installing the belt, remove all timing belt slack from the other side of the
tensioner. You can do that by either turning the crankshaft either clockwise or the firewall side
camshaft pulley counter clockwise. You can use any type of clip to prevent the timing belt from
jumping a clog from the camshaft pulley. You should then have enough space to insert the
tensioner bolt through the tensioner's top bolt hole. You'll have to push the tensioner against
the tensioner pulley bracket to get the hole lined up. Once the top one is in, the bottom bolt is
relatively easy to install. If you're doing this with the motor mount in place, you'll have the move
the power steering pump bracket either up or down to get a path to either hole. I use a long pry
bar or rod to tap down or up on the steering pump bracket. I have a Highlander V6 3. The
tensioner bolts are 90 degrees to the direction of the pin. If I try to install the belt with the
tensioner removed, I can't force the belt over far enough to align the tensioner with its bolt
holes. If I try with the tensioner installed but the pin pushed down with a hex wrench holding it,
the belt won't slide on the 1 idler pulley. Should I just force the belt on the idler or is there
something else going on? That's a tough seal to remove and install without special tools. I use
the "Lisle Hook for "for seal removal and a Cam Seal Installation tool which presses it in evenly.
Around a 5 minute job. Well, knocked it out. Of course, it would be that one, the biggest PIA to
get to. Soooo, I may need to do it again. But, the good news was, after replacing everything,
belts, tensioner, pulleys, waterpump, cam and crank seals, etcs Woo hoo. Hadn't been that far
into a car repair before, so I feel pretty good. I may allow it to leak for a bit, before getting at it
again. Thanks for all the advice. I recently did 2 belt jobs on the 3. Thanks for the feedback. I
was able to find the manufacturers manual on this. Seems with the Sienna, they do recommend
turning the crankshaft counterclockwise by 60 degrees prior to removing the belt to release the
spring tension. Yet for my model the guide mentions none of that, and like you said, just remove
it. The entire "counterclockwise" of the crankshaft was what was bothering me because
everywhere you read there is always the disclaimer, "do not turn the crankshaft
counterclockwise". Thanks again. You line up the camshafts with the backing plate alignment
marks and the crankshaft to TDC Top Dead Center with the crankshaft sprocket at the o'clock
mark on the engine. There's no need to moving the camshaft positions if the Crankshaft timing
mark is at Top-Dead-Center TDC and the left and right camshafts are at there alignment marks
prior to belt removal. Afterwards, you can advance the camshafts to the right by one cog to
mount the belt and then position it back. Excellent writeup. I have a 98 Sienna. Looking to DIY
this. Have watched a number of YouTube videos. I need to change the CAM oil seals too. Any
guidance or tips on how best to do that? Can I remove the timing belt and then carefully release
the tenions on just that one CAM I do not see any major leaks from the wp or cams. Would you
recommend replacing all bearings, seals, tensioner, water pump in addition to the t-belt? On the
V6, there are two heads - and you can't do one without doing the other. There would be a slight
imbalance of compression if the head you're removing needs to be "planed" by a auto machine
shop. I'd do a compression check before doing a head gasket replacement. Also, check if there
is white smoke coming out of your exhaust pipe - an indicator that coolant is leaking into your
combustion chamber. Great write-up. I have a ES that is due for a timing belt and just happened
to blow a head gasket. You wouldn't happen to have a write-up on replacing he head gasket on
this engine would you? Also, in my case, just the front is blown I think since all codes reference
bank 2. I would like to shortcut this and not do bank 1. Bad idea? Therefore, if the timing belt
brakes, there is a chance of valve damage The easiest way of finding out is to simply replace
the belt and starting the engine before slapping everything back on valve cover, accessory belt,
side motor mount, etc. They MZ engine series feature cast aluminium pistons with an
anti-friction resin coating moly and valve depressions that decrease the chance of
valve-to-piston interference in case of timing belt failure on motors without VVT-i. Do you
agree? Could you guess at the chance of valve damage after a timing belt failure, given the
valve depressions of the VVT-i engine? It's cheaper to take your chances and have the timing
belt replaced with 3 hours labor time. That's how long it takes me. Then start the engine and
you'll know if the valves are bent. Otherwise, the work involved to determine if the valves are
bent, in my opinion, isn't worth it when I could be taking the time replacing the belt. If the valves
are bent, then you talking a big job taking off the cylinder heads to replace the damaged valves.
My sienna le stopped running in idle. It turns out the timing belt broke. I read online to see if the
engine is ruined by this, but there are many contradicting informations. Some say the timing
belt interfere the engine and some say it doesn't. I don't want to tow the van to the garage just

to here that the engine is dead. Any advice would be appreciated! My shop does not have
internet access to allow me to view this DIY with the pics. Great instructions, by the way.
Thanks so much for your help. Re-assembly is the reverse of assemble. If one can't figure that
out, they shouldn't be working on cars. The only people who "pull threads" are inexperienced
mechanics who have no feel and therefore requirement a "good quality torque wrench". BTW manufacturers tend to over-torque everything at the factory. First I want to say that your guide
has great photos which are a must for a DIY guide. BUT you don't discuss the reassembly at all,
most importantly torque specifications. This is an all aluminum engine and very easy to pull
threads. This entire job MUST be done with a good quality torque wrench or disaster will follow!
Hi could I use the same water pump for a Avalon 97 1mzfe as the cc Camry can it work the
same? Your at TDC top dead center with the no. I need a little help. How do i know that no. Even
if my mark is lined up it dosent mean no1 is on compression. Im a little confuzdd. Thank you so
much. Alignment is only necessary when performing a belt replacement. After replacement,
where ever the cams rest after engine shut down does not matter. If the rear camshaft is slightly
off and the engine is running good with no MIL codes, then keep that setting. Apply paint marks
on the rear cam and backing plate before taking off the timing belt. When I align the crank to
TDC on my 3MZ, I was unable to get the rear bank camshaft pulley mark to align with notch on
the backing plate. The front camshaft pulley lines up just fine but the rear camshaft is slight off.
So my questions is, When I remove the timing belt, can I align the rear camshaft pulley to the
notch with a wrench? This can be done by locating a dimple mark on the crankshaft pulley and
rotating to the o'clock position. Then align the dipple with the inverted U shaped mark on the
engine casing. To double check, temporaily re-install the lower timing belt cover and crankshaft.
The time mark on the pulley should align with the 0 degree mark on the belt cover. Set the left
and right camshaft just a hair pass the timing belt back cover belt alignment notch V shaped.
Starting from the crankshaft, mount the belt on the crank pulley then weave up to the right
crankshaft pulley. Secure the belt on the pulley with any clip cloths or large paper. Remove the
slack on the belt by counter clockwise rotating the right camshaft. Now the right camshaft
should be perfectly aligned. Weave the belt over the left camshaft and over the remaining
pulleys on the engine. Re-installing the belt tensioner will remove the slack on the left
crankshaft. If you're worried about the camshaft moving, have someone hold the camshaft in
place by using a breaker bar secured to the Camshaft pulley bolt. In doing so after the timing
belt was put back on it rattled like it had broken valves or rods knocking. I do know the past
owner and he always took great care of it for his college daughter. I'll guess you'll have to
advance the Camshaft Sprocket just one cog clockwise. I've seen too many belt replacement
jobs off by just 1 cog because belt tension was not relieved before the old belt was removed.
The Camshaft was not slightly advanced in order to slip on the new belt; hence causing the
timing to be retarded. I have a 89 camry 2. I write my DIY articles so that anyone with a
reasonable amount of mechanical ability can do the job themselves with basic tools. Very nice
written unlike other post where they get off the subject and start talking about other car and you
know the story. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very
competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus,
the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping
experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things
that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site
maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple
techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride
and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel
injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are
eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know
what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy
items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air
is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the
best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be
surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the
different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using
a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible Trabant car on an
unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you
just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a
classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to
be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and
when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto
Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles.

Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Remove these bolts to remove the passenger-side
fender apron. Disconnect the coolant reservoir hose. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don
Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. My chevy impala has the code engine hot
ac off and went to change out the temperature coolant system I need hellpppp please.
Temperature coolant sensor you meant. Check the coolant level and check the hoses from the
radiator if are hot just touch and let go. This would show if the thermostat is ok. Also you could
step out of the car and leave the interior fan on the highest mark to see if temperature is coming
down. A bigger problem could be a blown headgasket GuruV9NF answered 3 years ago.
Probably thermostat. Took to dealer changed thermostat problem went away. Erica answered 3
years ago. I just had the same problem this morning. My coolant wasn't low. I had the heat on
high trying to warm my car. The engine didn't show signs of overheating and I added more
coolant. Temperature hand is stock on cold. Pretty sure it went out GuruY77DF answered 2
years ago. Hi i have chevy impala 3. Dontae answered 2 years ago. GuruVZY7B answered 2
years ago. Jacob answered 2 years ago. I have a Impala with just over , miles on it. Recently, I
had this same problem, in addition to the engine light coming on. Took it to a dealer, said it was
a bad thermostat, and the oil pressure sensor was causing the engine light to go off. Replaced
both and that seemed to fix it. Two weeks later, both the message and the light come back on.
I'm going to take it back to the dealer, but thought I'd see what people on here think.
HomeGman answered 2 years ago. She brought the car in to have the diagnostic done, and got
a PO Code. A little research on causes led me to the thermostat, and the service tech agreed
that the thermostat was likely stuck open even though the warning says the engine is hot, it's
not.. There are obviously other things that can go wrong, but my favorite mechanic thanks,
Adam - Pebble Lake Auto! GuruXR83P answered 2 years ago. Mine just started with these
signs.. Mines a impala. Peanut62 answered 2 years ago. My 08 impala my heat went out and now
these lights are on the traction, shift indicator, don't work, and the passenger side heater
doesn't work. Can you please help thanks in advance. GuruBZ51K answered 2 years ago.
GuruBT3S6 answered 2 years ago. Most problems are the plug up to cooling sencer. They are
very delicate. Once you unplug them check to see if the red end is still on the plug up. If not
replace the plug up. Ericguru answered 2 years ago. Happened 4 days later and about miles
driven. Hey this time I did the same thing running late to work I just jumped in and started
driving 80 mph. Again no new code. I connected my odb2 erased the codes and the temp is
running normal again. Idk what it is but when I cold start my impala i can hear one of the pumps
squeaking. Water pump maybe. If the thermostat reads normal after erasing the code. More or
less I think it has to be a computer issue a sensor is bad somewhere. A lot more in- depth than
having autozone run a odb2 on it. Some of these answers tho Stop leak is to get you home
when u have a pin hole leak. My bet is on a sensor tho. I suggest erasing the code to see if your
thermostat is functioning before replacing it. PiMan answered 2 years ago. I diaconnected and
reconnected the battery; all fixed now; but may meed new battery. I checked my codes again
and it passed but I then checked pending codes and got a p which most people online were
saying it was a thermostat. Just let it run to normal running temperature and letting it cool off
for another top off. My biggest issue was the p never showed up before yesterday and it was
under pending codes whatever that is. Unplugging the battery will just manually reset the
computer without a code reader I think. My battery is only a few months old. My antifreeze
looked pretty gross too so changing it was a plus. When I started it, it sounded so much better
than it has in a while. Changing the coolant temperature sensor looks like a nightmare you have
to remove more stuff than I care to touch. I have had this problem with my Chevy impala for a
couple of years now. Changing the temp coolant sensor didn't help. Mine is a problem off and
on. I read somewhere on the net that a person thought that moisture might have something to
do with this and I think he may be on to something. This problem seems to come up for me
when the weather suddenly gets cold or rainy so it has to have something to do with it.
Unfortunately when this happens it's very hard to defrost my car windows. GuruC4FF9
answered 2 years ago. Hike2view answered 2 years ago. After changing the temperature sensor
3 times over 8 months It would work for a while and then the message would come back , I
changed the thermostat and and that seems to have done the trick. In the future, if someone
gets this message, I would suggest to change both the thermostat and temperature sensor at
the same time and I think you will find this will fix your issue. GuruC61CP answered about a
year ago. I replaced my block heater cord end with a normal plug to bypass the "temp switch"
on it. I then started to get that code. I read on another thread the engine now sees the engine is
hotter than the ambient temp it should be and shuts off the gage to protect it from going off
scale. It thought it is due to an emissions standard. Luke answered about a year ago. Had a
similar thing happen with my Impala LTZ. Fans were running like crazy when I parked and

remained on after I shut the engine off, staying like that for about minutes. Same thing
happened on my way home that day. We ended up replacing the Coolant Temperature Sensor
with an ACDelco GM version of the replacement if you add your vehicle to your garage and then
look for the part on Amazon it will show you the one that is right for your car. Wasn't hard to
replace but we noticed that after the swap my battery was practically shot we think because of
how hard the fans were running when the engine was off. Had to jump the car and then took it
for a spin after resetting the codes. No fan and temperature gauge was accurate. We replaced
the sensor about a week ago and so far so good. GuruHG7RQ answered about a year ago. If
anybody is still having this issue a quick reset of the computer will do the trick. Disconnect your
battery terminals and hold them together for a few moments, stick them back on, and your
thermostat should work again. Guru8MSGV answered about a year ago. Another way is while
you are driving turn your heater to high and heater fan on high let run for a few minutes code
will turn off. I don't know why but that works on my GMC Sierra. GuruPGHF2 answered about a
year ago. I've had the same problem in my impala and in a malibu as well. Not fun in the Texas
heat. A thermostat change cured the Malibu. An inner rubber gasket in the thermostat was
allowing warm water to flow by the thermostat fooling the sensors into thinking it was
overheating. Hoping it works for the Impala. I've been doing the battery disconnect reset thing
but thats getting old. Noticed it happens more during cold weather so I'm thinking hoping its
sensors. GuruR7WL1 answered about a year ago. Guru3GG4D answered 7 months ago. Added
antifreeze. Drive miles and the message appeared again. Anti freeze container was empty added
more antifreeze. Happened a third time after 9 miles. No need to add antifreeze. Engine feels
cool. Thermostat was changed two years ago. Hotphx answered 6 months ago. Replaced
thermostat. Checked coolant pressure, no leaks, radiator holding pressure. Noticed car
overheated when the ac was on, the ac would automatically shut itself off and turn back on
when start to drive. Ac compressor made a weird noise. So changed my whole ac system.
Refilled with Freon, ac works good and compressor sounds way better. Ac shuts off and on
when stop and go traffic. Maybe replace the temperature sensor?? GuruXLR answered 4
months ago. In answer to the cars that are blowing cold when you stop and heat again when
you are moving it is your heater flap.. Charles answered 4 months ago. Brenda answered 3
months ago. Thought for sure I was going to have to call into work tell them I couldn't make it in
but it took me 5 minutes taking off and putting back on the positive battery terminal and walla
the error code was off and I made it to work on time. This happened again tonight same error
engine hot ac off and my dial for hot and cold dial was stuck on the c my heater was blowing
out hot air so I thought can't be my thermostat so unhooked my battery terminal and walla it
worked again. I hope this works for others it sure was a blessing for me so I thought I would
share it! Tina answered 3 months ago. Mine only does this in winter. Its so frustrating. Coolant
temp sensor didn't help. Guess I'll try the thermostat? I have a Chevy impala. I noticed I had the
code come on saying engine hot ac off. I opened the radiator cap noticed a reddish sludge build
up in it. What are some things I can do to get rid of I pulled over, all my fluids were fine and the
engine actually seemed cold not I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Chevrolet Impala question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Chevrolet Impala Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. If you are dealing with a blown head
gasket in your auto, then you may find yourself wondering how much it will cost to repair and
whether it is even worth it. This is just one of the many repairs that seem to become necessary
as your car ages, so you need to not only look at the cost to replace the head gasket but also
put that in context with your other recent and future repairs. Before you can even consider the
head gasket repair price, you need to understand what this car part is. This means that the
gasket is responsible for sealing off the part where the coolant travels through the engine. It is a
way to prevent overheating and to seal the part of the engine where oxygen and fuel combine so
your car can move. There are also a few different types of head gaskets that you may find in
your vehicle. The type your auto has will influence how much is a head gasket repair, the head
gasket part cost, and the head gasket repair cost, including labor. Most modern head gaskets
will feature multi-layer steel. These are the go-to choice of engines that have higher
compression rates, including diesel motors. This type of gasket will feature between two and
five steel layers. They also have elastic compounds. This combination results in improved
durability and the ability to withstand high temperatures and compression. Traditionally, copper
was a popular choice for head gaskets. These gaskets are highly durable as copper is softer

compared to regular aluminum or steel. The great thing about copper is that tightening the
cylinder head will let the copper correctly seal the space between the block and the head,
offering a reliable gasket. Although most modern autos have multi-layer steel gaskets, you can
still find copper gaskets in some high-performance vehicles. If your car is older, then it may
have a composite head gasket. These are usually made from graphite or asbestos and fell out of
popularity for multiple reasons. Asbestos is highly toxic, so if your gasket is made of this
material, you should look into how to replace a head gasket anyway. Additionally, composite
gaskets are not as durable as those made from copper or multi-layer steel. As such, these
vehicles typically lead to owners asking how much is a head gasket repair sooner rather than
later. With the role of the gasket in mind, what does it mean when it blows? It is blown if it no
longer seals your engine correctly. A blown gasket can cause a series of issues, including
compression problems in the engine. Those compression issues are likely to lead to
overheating. Unfortunately, if the coolant does not remain in its designated spot, your engine
will probably quickly overheat. In most cases, when a head gasket is broken, the seal separating
the engine block and the cylinder head will stop working, typically due to a physical break. This
lets the air and fuel mixture leave the cylinder head, resulting in a loss of torque and power. If
you do not catch it on time, the oil and coolant may be allowed to enter the engine cylinders.
This can potentially lead to engine damage that requires a full engine replacement, not just the
blown head gasket. The head gasket can fail for various reasons, with wear and tear among the
most common. You are more likely need to learn how to replace the head gasket if your car is
older due to this wear and tear. Failures are either internal or external. External problems show
head gasket leaking symptoms and other visible signs. Internal issues are less obvious, making
it harder on how to tell if your headgasket is blown. It is also more common to notice problems
if your car is highly tuned. That is because the increase in working temperatures, torque, power,
and compression adds to the stress on the vehicle. As such, you are more likely to need to find
the cost to fix the head gasket if you have a performance auto. So with that in mind, it should
come as no surprise that the cost to replace the headgasket will depend on the make and model
of your vehicle, its age, and the extent of the issues with the head gasket. There will likely be
one cost to fix the head gasket and another cost to replace the head gasket. The blown head
gasket cost is so high because of the labor typically involved, in addition to the head gasket
part cost. Simply put, there are a lot of head gasket labor hours required in the repair.
Essentially, the mechanic needs to start by disassembling the entire engine, which takes a great
deal of time. Then he needs to make the repairs, and only then can he put it back together.
Putting an engine back together is not quick work either, as it requires a high level of precision.
The smallest error in the cylinder timing or other settings can result in misfires or future
challenges. To avoid surprises, most mechanics will give you a head gasket repair estimate
before they begin work. At the very least, they can provide you with the average cost of head
gasket repair for your particular vehicle. Just keep in mind that the cost of head gasket repair
may be higher than the estimate you get. Your mechanic may find additional problems as they
replace a head gasket. Good mechanics, however, will keep you updated and let you know
about other issues that they discover that can affect the engine head gasket repair cost. As with
most other problems, how much does it cost to replace a headgasket when you catch the
problem early on will be less in most cases. If you notice the problem early, the issue is likely
not going to be as severe, as it has not yet had time to worsen. As such, you can typically
expect to pay less for a head gasket leak repair than you would for a full Subaru head gasket
replacement. Early repairs are more likely to let you learn how to fix a blown head gasket
without replacing it. It also avoids high intake manifold gasket replacement cost or intake
manifold replacement cost. Keep in mind that the cost to replace an engine is more than the
cost to repair a leaky head gasket. The engine replacement labor cost is also higher than a
leaking head gasket repair cost. The best answer to how to tell if the head gasket is blown or
what are the signs of a blown head gasket is to consult your mechanic. They can look at the
symptoms or signs of a cracked head. This would save you the cylinder head repair cost or
cylinder head resurfacing cost, but replacing a head gasket yourself is not easy. Leave it to the
professionals. If you do not like the head gasket price in response to asking how much to
replace a head gasket, you could temporarily resolve a leaky head gasket with head gasket
sealer AutoZone sells. If you get a fix-seal, however, it will be temporary. If you have specific
concerns, talk to your mechanic. The mechanic can help you with Subaru Forester head gasket
replacement, Subaru head gasket replacement cost, Subaru Forester head gasket problems. If
you take a look at how much does it cost to fix a blown head gasket and feel that the number is
too high, there are other options available. If your car is otherwise in good shape and relatively
new, then you may want to go ahead with changing head gasket. In some situations, however, a
blown head gasket fix may not make the most sense. The following are just some situations

when replacing head gaskets may not be the best idea:. If any of those situations apply to you,
then you may want to look into other options for your car head gasket. The most common
alternative to dealing with the blown head gasket repair cost is just to sell your car as is. This
will put money in your pocket and prevent the hassle of discovering how much does it cost to
replace a head gasket and looking for the answer to the question of cylinder head repair near
me. The only caveat is that most people struggle to find someone willing to buy their car as is.
After all, the new owner would then have to answer the same question on where to find a head
gasket repair shop near me, get the head gasket repair estimate, and pay for the Subaru head
gasket repair cost. If you decided these are too expensive, then the next person may as well. If
someone is willing to buy your car, they will likely want to deduct the appropriate amount from
the price they pay, so you will still need to figure out how much to fix a blown head gasket or
how much does a head gasket cost. This is true of most private buyers as well as used car
dealers. The other option would be to sell your car for parts instead of dealing with how much to
fix the head gasket. The simplest method would be to bring it to the junkyard, but you likely
cannot drive your car if it needs a replacement head gasket cost. So, you would have to pay for
a tow to the scrapyard and then take whatever price the junkyard gives you. Alternatively, you
could make more by taking the auto apart and selling each functional part separately. Without
mechanical knowledge, however, this is much easier said than done. Even if you have
mechanical skills, it will be very time-consuming. The best alternative is to sell your auto to a
company like us that specializes in buying vehicles, regardless of their condition. We will not
have to worry about how much to fix a head gasket since we already have a team and system to
take care of everything. Depending on your vehicle, we will either change head gaskets and sell
it or take it apart, then use the parts or sell them. Since this is our business, we know how to
sell parts and refurbished vehicles for the best price. We can then pass those profits onto you,
offering you a better deal for your vehicle, even if you still need to change the head gasket. You
can get a quote from our website or over the phone in minutes. We will then schedule a
convenient time to pick up your vehicle and pay for it in cash. There are no hidden fees or
costs, and you do not even have to pay for us to remove or tow your vehicle. This way, instead
of worrying about how to change the head gasket, you can get cash to put towards a new or
used vehicle without those issues. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. One of the most valuable resources you can have in a home or commercial garage is
a good repair manual. Automotive DIYers make good use of these manuals to save money and
get that sense of accomplishment. Meanwhile, commercial mechanics find the manuals
essential due to the wide range of makes and models which pass through their garages daily.
Do you go with the legendary Chilton, the European-born Haynes, or invest in a digital manual?
Read on to learn the perks, problems, and general quirks of each option to help you determine
which auto repair manual is the best. While they have the same goal of making car repair easier,
they have very different approaches. Originating way back in , Chilton was the undeniable king
of repair manuals for generations of mechanics. It has perhaps the most extensive library of any
automotive repair manual publication. On top of this, the books get into high detail for every
repair needed on a model-specific level, making them extremely useful for pros and amateurs
alike. Surprisingly enough, ownership of the Chilton name has passed through a few very
prominent hands, such as the Walt Disney company and none other than Haynes Publishing as
of Designed more for beginners, the first ever Haynes manual was for the Austin 7 Special.
Despite the company being founded in , its straightforward and simplified instructions gave it
fast popularity in both Europe and America. The current Haynes library includes manuals for
not only cars, but also ATVs and motorcycles. All told, over 1, different Haynes manuals have
been printed over the years. This debate has been going on since Haynes made its debut. This
battle is exacerbated by the fact that these two giants have very different methods of handling
material. Chilton gets into extreme detail , providing written instructions covering every facet of
your repair. There are plenty of illustrations, but these are usually meant as a companion to the
text instead of being the main focus. Every volume is model specific, making it easier to work
with onboard sensors, trouble codes, and parts replacement. For the DIYer, this makes them a
one-stop reference for their vehicle, but a little more complicated for commercial garages that
prefer a printed reference. Haynes handles their information a little differently. Their manuals
have more illustrations than Chilton while still providing ample written instructions. The focus
in a Haynes manual is on following a specific procedure and explaining why that method is
important. Unlike Chilton, Haynes manuals are less model-specific, with some information on
multiple versions of a car. Repetitive instructions may be referenced in a single section of the
book, requiring the user to flip through. This can prove a little confusing to some people, based
upon their level of experience on those procedures. They also cover older motorcycles,
although Chilton has since ceased publishing for two-wheeled vehicles. However, Haynes does

have an active line of motorcycle and ATV manuals, as well as several off-the-wall practical
guides for impractical things, such as surviving a zombie apocalypse. As Chilton and Haynes
are both comprehensive but in very different ways, there can be no clear winner. That said, both
fit their own target audience, making each superior in their own ways. These guides are chock
full of important info on proper procedures. Best of all, it explains why you should do things a
certain way. The use of extra illustrations make the manuals easier to understand for many. You
will also want to stick with Haynes for your motorcycle or ATV repairs , as they have an
extensive collection available. You have some auto repair experience under your belt and want
the most comprehensive descriptions. This is also why many commercial garages have relied
upon Chilton for generations. Because Chilton started off soon after automobiles became
accessible to the general public, these manuals are an absolute must for older antiques. Do you
need to fix your old Buick Roadmaster? A busy garage would require an entire room to hold
manuals for every make and model that passes through their doors. In addition, online repair
manuals have the ability to be updated for any important technical service bulletins or part
number changes not so with printed manuals. This is why an online presence has become so
important. Their library covers over 30, vehicles from the s to present. The step-by-step
instructions are easy to follow and include all the diagrams, parts numbers, and information you
need to do an efficient repair every time. The guides for these are far less detailed, and you may
need to call in to an expert to get some of the information. You get the exact same diagrams,
maintenance and repair instructions as most car dealerships or auto repair shops. While
navigating an online manual takes a bit getting used to, ALLDATA has probably the best
interface out there and the convenience factor is huge. While similar in many ways, the user
interface and amount of data is the difference. Where Mitchell1 shines is in the wiring diagrams.
These are set up to be interactive, allowing you to highlight a specific circuit, making it easier to
follow complex wiring patterns. For those that prefer a one-time cost vs a subscription model ,
eManualOnline. Pretty much every vehicle make and model in existence is represented although
manuals for some newer vehicles is not yet available. At times, they have a coupon available on
their site so you may pay even less. One downside is that there is no set format that all manuals
are in. It may be available in PDF format or various other computer files. Fortunately,
eManualOnline. However, there are plenty of tips and tricks, as well as guides on how to fix
most common issues such as tuning, engine repair, and a bunch of other repairs. But the
manuals frequently go on sale at Haynes. AutoMD â€” This diagnostics site offers general
diagnostic and repair information to help heal your car of what ails it. The lack of any vehicle
specific info makes this free guide more limited in its scope than the Big Four. These will help
you narrow down a problem based upon your own sensory information so you can get it fixed
quick. Workshop Manuals â€” Another site with a limited selection of guides, this free site offers
very comprehensive information for those models it covers. This includes parts numbers and
easy-to-follow instructions. Thanks for the help on which book to get Haynes or chilton repair
manuals I am more of an experienced mechanic if the book was for me I would get the Chilton
because I have older cars to. The car should be examined by a mechanic. Table of Contents.
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infringement complaint notice: 1. When the fuel pump goes bad on your GM 3. Although it
stinks that your vehicle is not starting, the cool thing is that testing the fuel pump is not hard.
I'm going to show you two different methods that you can use to verify if the no start condition
on your 3. Now, in case you're wondering, in this tutorial I'm gonna' show you 2 specific tests.
One fuel pump test involves using just starting fluid. The other involves using a fuel pressure
gauge which is the most accurate of the two. Be very careful. Take all necessary safety
precautions and stay alert. You'll be able to accomplish both tests, indicated in this article,
without any unhappy consequences, if you're careful and use common sense. I mentioned at
the beginning of this tutorial that a bad fuel pump will cause your 3. Well, there are a few other
specific symptoms you'll see. These are:. Although the above list is a not a very complete list of
symptoms, the theme that runs thru' them, and any other related symptom, is that the engine
will crank and crank, but not start. Owning a fuel pressure gauge is now becoming a must. All
vehicles now use an electrical fuel pump to deliver fuel under high pressure to the fuel injectors
and the best way to diagnose this fuel pump is with a fuel pressure gauge. In all of the GM 3.
The price difference depends on whether you're buying a non-professional technician grade
tool or a professional technician grade tool. Whichever one you buy, it's an investment that will
pay for itself many times over. Your local parts house will have a fuel pressure gauge set to sell
you, although you'll pay more for it and it won't be a professional grade tool if that's what you're
looking for. All of the fuel pump pressure test kits above have the fitting that will connect to
your vehicle's Schrader valve. GM has made it super easy for you and me to test the fuel pump
with a fuel pressure gauge , since they have installed a fitting called the Schrader valve on the
fuel pressure regulator to which you and I can connect the fuel pressure gauge to see photo
above. Using a fuel pressure gauge is one of the most accurate ways to make sure that enough
fuel is reaching the fuel injectors. If you do own a fuel pressure gauge, this is the test for you.
As mentioned in the previous page, you can run down to your local AutoZone or O'Reilly auto
parts and rent one too. When ready, ask your helper to crank the engine while you observe the
fuel pressure tester's gauge. Your fuel pressure gauge will register one of the two following
results: 1. The fuel pressure gauge will register 35 PSI, or 2. The fuel pressure gauge will
register 0 PSI. This confirms that the cause of your 3. Now, I'm going to make one more
recommendation to you: Before you condemn the fuel pump as bad, check that the fuel pump is
getting 12 Volts as the engine is cranking. This is just to make sure that the fuel pump relay and
fuse are OK and doing their job. What you'll have to do to accomplish this is to attach a
multimeter in Volts DC mode to the wire that supplies this voltage to the fuel pump and while a
helper cranks the engine, verify that the fuel pump is getting this power. This fuel pressure
gauge result let's you know that the fuel pump is working and delivering enough fuel to the fuel
injectors. The reason your 3. The fuel pump is OK. I suggest you take a look at the section More
3. But conversely, the dolphins had always believed that they were far more intelligent than man
â€”for precisely the same reasons! As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission
from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase
helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 3. Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:.
Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Got car issues? Well, we've got the
answers! Easily search thousands of entries to find exactly what you're looking for. Need advice
on a dealing with a blown head gasket? Oil Leak? Cracked block or leaking radiator? Be sure to
leave a comment or question on anything that may interest you. You can also send an email to
our pro for direct assistance! Your valve cover gasket may be leaking for a variety of reasons. It
could be shrunken, cracked or rotten, or your valve cover itself may be cracked or broken or
one of the valve cover bolts may just be loose, allowing a little leak. Your car may have 1 or 2
valve covers depending on its configuration. The valve cover sits on top of the cylinder head
and does just what its name suggests, covers the valves. The valves in your engine are opened
and closed either by a rocker arm that is moved either directly by the camshaft lobs, or by
pushrods that ride on the cam shaft lobs. The valves, rockers and pushrods or camshaft all

need to be lubricated with engine oil to stay cool and not wear out. The oil pump draws oil out
of the oil pan and pushes it through the oil filter, then up into the engine head where it can
lubricate all the moving components and then it drains through small holes back into the oil pan
through the block. This means that there should not be any high-pressure oil around the valves,
simply oil flowing around them. The lack of high-pressure oil under the valve cover gasket
means that most valve cover gasket leaks will be very slow, or more of a weep rather than a
stream or a squirt. This can make them difficult to diagnose as there will be less evidence of the
leak. Even though they can be slower leaks, fixing a valve cover gasket leak quickly is important
for a few reasons. First, the oil can leak onto the exhaust manifold causing fumes and the
possibility of a fire. Also, a slow leak can still deplete your engine oil quickly, causing premature
wear or even catastrophic damage to your engine. Nothing is more frustrating than putting a lot
of time and energy into solving a problem, only to find out all that work was for nothing and
your problem was actually something else. Luckily valve cover gaskets can usually be pretty
easy to diagnose. The valve cover gasket is almost always the highest seal in the engine. Your
job is to find the evidence of the leak, or dripping oil and follow the drip higher and higher on
the engine until it disappears. This can be pretty easy if it is on the front or side of the engine,
but if the leak is in the back near the firewall it can be difficult to do without a flashlight and a
mirror. The best way to check for a valve cover leak is to move enough things out of the way
that you can check the whole perimeter of the valve cover from the top side. This may involve
removing spark plug wires, throttle linkages or even the intake manifold. Once you have the
entire perimeter of the valve cover gasket visible, you need to check for a few things:. If you
have a missing bolt or screw, it should be replaced immediately. The easiest way to do that is to
remove a second bolt and take it to your local hardware store and ask them to match it. When
replacing both, make sure to use a torque wrench to torque the bolts to the factory
recommended setting. If the valve cover is cracked or broken, get a replacement valve from the
dealer, a junkyard, or even try eBay. Adding 8oz. BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak is not a petroleum
distillate like other stop leak products on the market today. That means BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak
can act as a valve cover gasket sealer and stay in your engine oil until your next oil change and
will not clog or harm your engine in any way. BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak will restore dried, cracked
or shrunken seals to original size and shape, allowing them to reseal and stop your leak. I have
a Nissan zx that will over heat right at about 25 minutes of freeway driving at 65 MPH. After a lot
of checking my mechanic finally found radiator fluid in my first cylinder. No where else. Will
your Blue Devil product help me? Keep in mind I have had this car for a long time and it it still
pretty clean. I plan to keep it for a long time. That in mind will your product do the trick, or
should I bit the bullet and get the head job? As long as your vehicle will be able to idle for a full
50 minutes without overheating, or stalling out, then you should have no problem in sealing it
with BlueDevil. Saw your post for valve cover leaks, put a bottle in and the next morning the
leak had stop leaking on top of the exhaust pipe, Thanks. Will kept you update for how long it
last. That is excellent to hear! Once the product seals, it would be a permanent seal, so you
should be good to go at this point. Please keep us posted. I have a 98 blazer its leaking oil down
from behind motor not a lot but enough for it to drip on ground every so often would blue devil
seal it until I can get replaced. Thank you for asking about your Chevy Blazer. You should
expect to see results after about miles of driving. Thank you for asking about your Honda Civic.
You should expect to see results after miles of driving. I H have a Chevy Malibu which used
synthetic oil. Will you product work on my car.. As far as I know, I did not have a leak, but just
had the oil chanbed and the said I have a valve cover, level 2 leak. Thank you for asking about
your Chevy Malibu. You should expect to start seeing results after approximately miles of
driving. I have a dodge shadow with a headgasket leak. I bought a bottle of your Blue Devil
headgasket stop and go sealer. I flushed the cooling system out througlhly, filled it with water
and flushed it again. I replaced the anti freeze coolant with new coolant after allowing the engine
to cool down. I then started the engine, turned on the heater and added the Blue Devil product
according to the directions. The car engine did stop smoking, however it has a miss. I replaced
the sparkplugs, however the missing would not go away. I took the car to a mechinac and he
said that two of the cylinders had low compression. He recommended replacing the head
gasket. Since the engine is not leaking coolant and the engine is not overheating, but it has the
missing. Any suggestions. Please contact our technical support team at We would be happy to
help troubleshoot the problem at hand. Mechanic says I need a cover gasket change on 2
gasketsâ€¦. I do not have oil problems, overheating or other noticeable signsâ€¦no leakage on
groundâ€¦can there still be a problem? I have a dodge mini vanâ€¦. It is still a possibility even
though you do not visibly see any leakage onto the ground. It may be in the early stages and
that is why there are no clear symptoms up to this point. I use a hub oil, which seems to be
close to gear oil viscosity. Will your oil stop leak, or rear main seal stop leak work in this

application? Thanks for any help you can provide. I have a v6 Nissan frontier the dealer said I
had a right head gasket seeping and valve cover gasket leaking, what should I do. Please
contact our tech support team at We would like to ask you a few questions so that we may
recommend the best products for sealing your leaks. The product does not harden or thicken in
anyway, so it would not cause any adverse affects. Question should i get a oil pan, valve cover
leak for chevy montecarlo. I checked the cover the screws are all tight and I see no oil around
them also i do not smell oil or have smoke from that area? The BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak would
be the best product to use to stop the valve cover gaskets from leaking. You should add one 8
ounce bottle. Hey you guys. I have a audi a4 1. And recently I had my vavle cover gasket fix. But
now I have four miss fires and changing the spark plugs. When I rremoved the coil packs there
was oil once again. Why Would the vavle cover be leaking again in two weeks?? It is not
common for the valve cover to start leaking so quickly after having it fixed. First, you may want
to check with the dealer or mechanic that worked on your Audi to see if the work is warrantied.
Feel free to contact our technical support team at Yes, a leaking valve cover can sometimes leak
onto your hot exhaust system and will cause some smoke and a possible burning smell. You
can expect to start seeing results after about miles of driving. I have a However, it sounds like
the leak or leaks you are experiencing may be fairly substantial. Taking the valve covers of
would be an absolute nightmare. I loosened up one cover and the gasket looks rough. M what
product would be best for this pproblem? You should add 1 ounce of BlueDevil per 1 quart of
capacity. Not amused. The dealer obviously suggested replacing the part. However, rather than
replacing it, your BlueDevil product sounds like it would do the trick. First off, we are sorry to
hear that you are having to deal with an oil leak. You will add the full 8 ounce bottle into your
engine oil; it should be added directly through the cap where your oil is normally added. I have
a similar problem. But my oil leak is very severe! I have a giant black oil spot in my driveway. I
have to put oil in every week. Also, my car misses. Any solutions? A novice car maintenance
woman. I recently found out my car has s power steering leak as well, not sure how to fix that.
Along with adding oil in my car weekly, I also add power steering fluid. Based on your previous
post, it seems like the oil leak you are experiencing is more severe than the power steering leak,
so we would recommend bringing the vehicle to an ASE certified mechanic to have the oil leak
repaired first before trying to deal with your power steering leak. Feel free to contact our
technical support line at with any questions. Thank you for asking about your Nissan Maxima.
Based on your description, unfortunately, we would not recommend using BlueDevil in this
situation. The product is intended for leaks that are seeping or dripping. It seems like you may
be losing oil a little too quickly in order to get the benefit of the product. A hard part repair may
be your best option at this point. It sounds like you have quite a few things going on. If your car
shutting off on the highway is related to the cracked metal cover and oil leak you probably have
a pretty major problem on your hands like a blown timing belt or chain. Hopefully they are
unrelated and you simply need a new valve cover, gasket, and an oil change and your starting
issue is indeed electrical. Hi my 97 grand prix is experiencing the same issues that were stated
aboveâ€¦i know that my engine has no blown head gasket. I have had my oil pump replaced and
some other minor repairs. Now I have purchased the valve cover gaskets but not had them put
on. I know that my car needs two gaskets. My question is will bluedevil provide some help until I
can get the gaskets put on. I just had a starter put in my car and the dealer is stating that my
starter went out because of the valve cover gasket. I guess the oil is leaking on my starter. Is
this true? There is a very small possibility but it is unlikely. Starters are designed to be liquid
tight so that they work in all weather conditions. With that said, the oil leak is costing you
money in wasted oil and when mixed with road debris over a period of time can cause your
engine to run warmer than it should. I have a i bmw and i was just told that both my valve
covers are leaking. Wat would you recommend using on it? Also how long does the car have to
run until the sealer starts working? You should notice results after about miles of driving. I have
a ford escape and recently took it in to a ford dealership for an oil change its not under warranty
or anything just near where I work. They told me there was leak that they said is from the valve
cover gasket. Thanks for your question about your Ford Escape. If your Escape was run low on
oil it could have done a significant amount of internal damage to your engine, but none of the
components you listed as needing repaired by the shop are internal engine components. Also, if
those types of things were damaged your Escape would be making a lot of noise and probably
running poorly. If your valve cover gasket is leaking oil it will drip down over the rest of your
engine and can make it difficult to identify any other leaks, such as your oil pan gasket and
timing cover gasket. Our recommendation would be to seal your valve cover gasket leak either
by replacing the gasket or using BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak as described in the article you read.
Once the leak is sealed, use engine degreaser to remove the old oil that has leaked from the
valve cover gasket and clean up your engine. Be careful around your alternator as you cannot

get that wet or use degreaser on it. Once your engine is clean, you can look to see if any other
gaskets are leaking. Using BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak will seal the leaks you have coming from any
of the gaskets so it should be a one-stop fix to all of your engine oil leaks. It is possible that the
leaking oil damaged your alternator, however if this is the case you should have a battery light
illuminated on your gauge cluster. Hello I have Audi A4 V6 3. Your product make believer of
me!!! Thank you. I have a 98 lincoln continental and i believe i have a bad valve cover gasket.
The engine smokes a little from the front valve cover and will overheat after about 20 minutes of
driving. What could cause this to happen? A valve cover leak would not normally cause a car to
overheat unless the oil level has become extremely low. The symptom of overheating is
normally more associated with something cooling system related; it could be a head gasket
leak, water pump failure, a bad fan switch, etc. You may want to take your vehicle into a certified
shop or a Lincoln dealer to have it diagnosed. I just bought a Honda Crosstour and it only has 2,
mile on it. My car was leaking oil and I was advised by the dealer that it is a valve cover gasket
leak. I am really worried about this brand new car having this issue. I was told that if was a
defective part and all should be good after the repairs. If the repair is done properly then this
should not become an ongoing issue. We recommend that you keep a close eye on it so that if
the problem does come back you are able to take it back to the dealership to be warrantied. I
was taking my jeep to a mechanic and I had to have a whole new transmission put in. As soon
as I got it back It smelled like exhaust everytime I would drive it. It was really bad. The girl in our
office took her car and her mothers car to the same mechanic. After he worked on both of her
cars her and her mother smelled the same thing. I drove mine for awhile thinking it was
something to do with the transmission from him working on it. I started have some smoke come
out of the hood when I would drive it. So I took it to the auto dealer to check it out. He told me I
really need 2 new Valve covers. That was the smell and the smoke problem. After talking with
my about my jeep she said that was the same thing wrong with both of her cars. Could that
mechanic have done something to the valve covers so we would have to come back in? There
would be no reason to touch the valve covers during a transmission replacement on a jeep.
However, depending on how he removed the transmission, it is possible that the motor shifted
enough that the valve covers rubbed on another component or the firewall of your jeep which
could have loosened them enough to leak, but it certainly would have been accidental. There is
really no way to sabotage a gasket, the only possibility would be if they loosened the bolts on
the valve covers, that could cause a leak but could easily be checked and fixed by tightening
the bolts again. Fixing either of these problems requires disassembling a significant portion of
the engine or rebuilding it entirely. Also the big noise you are describing could be many things
but usually is a sign of a worn bearing somewhere in your engine. Worn bearings also usually
necesitate an engine rebuild. It is possible that you can still get more miles out of your engine,
but it sounds like significant repairs will be needed to stop the oil leaks and noise. The
BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak is specifically designed to stop oil loss coming from around any rubber
seal or gasket. I recently experienced fumes coming out of my vents and my SUV losing
ant-freeze. I assumed it was the heater core and also I was experiencing some missing firing. So
I took my Lincoln Navigator to the local shop to get my heater core replace and to change the
coils that where misfiring. While the shop was changing the coils they notice that there was
anti-freeze on the coils and told me that it was cause for the misfiring. The shop told me that my
was head gasket is blown. I went to my local auto parts store and ask the clerk which size to
use since I have V8 either white label or yellow label the bigger bottle. He told me the yellow
label is better than the white label, but the yellow requires you to be mechanically inclined. The
clerk told me the white label will work too, so I purchased the white label. I went to do further
research on the BlueDevil and notice that the white label is for use in 4 or 6 cylinder engines.
You may use either Head Gasket Sealer. The product with the yellow label will give you best
overall results as long as you can remove the thermostat and flush the system prior to use. With
the use of either product, be sure to follow the guidelines for the proper amount to use. Based
on your capacity, you will be using 32 ounces either way if using Pour-N-Go you would need 2
full bottles. I have a Toyota Camry and I recently took it in to have exhaust work done, during
inspection I was told I have a valve cover gasket leak and a cam seal leak. Also they said the
spark plugs were sitting in oil. Once the product is added you can expect to notice results after
about miles of driving. Car does not show if engine is over herring. By carefull examine found
ignestion coil is leaking and causing smoke. Can your product help me controlling this leak and
smoke? Thanks for your question about your Acura TL. We would recommend replacing that
ignition coil first. There is no oil under on the ground, but after I drive it and get out I can smell
oil. There is signs of oil around the valve cover gaskets. But again no drips or puddles
underneath. Will your product help? I would change them myself, but to many other parts to
remove for me now since winter is here in Ct. Thank you for the question about your Montero.

Once the product is added you should start to notice results after about miles of driving.
Thanks for your question about your i. If the only oil you see is around your oil cap it could
simply be that your oil cap was left a little bit loose when you had your last oil change done. If
your oil cap is on tight, then the other possibility is that you have a leaky valve cover gasket.
Try removing the top engine cover to see if you can find further evidence of a leak. Hi, I have a
Chevy Aveo with a tappet cover leak. I replaced the gasket without using a sealer, however, it
then begun to leak after a few rides. Was I suppose to use a sealer in addition to the gasket and
will your product solve the leak. You normally do not have to add an oil additive after the seal is
replaced. Due to the fact that you are currently losing oil, we recommend adding BlueDevil Oil
Stop Leak to help stop any oil loss you are experiencing. Hi I have a Ford econoline and I had a
friend replace the valve cover gaskets but they are still leaking quite a bitâ€¦ sometimes when I
come to a stop or press the break hard it will dieâ€¦ is my van dying realated to the leaking
gaskets? Is there anything else in that area that could leak? Or could he have not gotten them
on good? Thanks for your question about your Ford Econoline. You might start with a regular
tune up including new spark plugs, distributor cap and rotor and adjusting the carburetor. Since
you mentioned it dying when you push the brakes you may have a vacuum leak that is causing
the problem and a good place to start would be in the hose going from the intake to the brake
booster. I have a Acura TL , the dealer state that my valve cover gasket is leaking on the muffler,
when I drive about 20 to 25 minutes you can smell a burning smell when I reach my destination.
And two day ago it started to leak found small amount of oil on the ground where I park, will
Blue Devil seal the leak and is it safe to put in my vehicle? Thank you for asking about your
Acura TL. Based on your description, the BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak would be able to seal the leak
from your valve cover gaskets. The product does not harden or thicken in any way, so it would
not have any adverse affects on the system. I have a Fusion with 46,ooo miles Its been a good
car until I started having a engine light come went to auto zone and bought a new battery once I
told them the trouble. A week later I saw more drrips but now they looked and felt some oily. I
took it for a check up and they want to change timing cover gaskets oil pan gaskets and oil pan
gaskets. What should I do? Help Damsel in distress! Once the product is added you can expect
to start seeing results after about miles of driving. Please help. Thank you for asking about your
Mitsubishi Diamante. I have a 09 BMW I. It is shooting out a puff of white smoke from the
exhaust, but only when I am pressing the gas pedal from a complete stop. I was told that it is
Valve stem seal. Would your product help these issues? Thank you for asking about you BMW i.
White smoke from the exhaust is a tell-tale sign of a blown head gasket. Feel free to contact our
technical support line at with any other questions. My valve covers are leaking also so will i
need to add just the oil stop leak or do i also need the rear main seal stop leak. Thank you for
asking about your Chevy. The BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak is a universal application, and would
treat leaking oil pan gaskets, valve cover seal, rear main seal, etc. Hi I have a buick lesabre. Just
had intake manifold done , oil change radiator fixed now i smell burnt oil. After spending 3 gram
other things were done to pass inspection. Thank you for asking about your Buick Lesabre.
How much chances. Thank you for asking about your Toyota Camry. I notice it when I stop oil is
dripping ever so slightly on the manifold it starts smoking minutes after I stop the engine. I can
also see where the oil residue is on the valve cover. From reading through all these reviews it
sounds like my Xterra would be a perfect candidate for your Oil Stop Leak. So I am going to give
it a try. Thank you for asking about your Nissan Xterra. Based on your description, you are
absolutely correct about your vehicle being a perfect candidate for the BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak.
Feel free to contact our technical support team at with any questions. Thank you for asking
about your Volkswagen Rabbit. Unfotunately, we do not manufacture a product intended to stop
a vacuum pump leak. A hard part repair may be your best option. Is the oili selant you suggest
in this article suitable for marine use? Will it make any harm or blockage in the internal parts of
the engine? The product does not harden or thicken in anyway, so it would not have any
adverse affects on the engine. You should expect to see results after about hours of operation.
Would this product stop the leaking. I asked the previous owner if they have been any leak
underneath, he said that we should keep driving the car and not let it sit for long time. He also
mentioned me that he had a guy who looked into it and think that the top gasket needs to be
replaced. If the top gasket need to be replace, is this the reason why the car is leaking oil?
Please I need help! Thank you for asking about your BMW i. The BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak is the
more concentrated product and is the universal application that will work for various oil leaks
such as oil pan leaks, rear main leaks, valve cover gasket leaks, etc. I have a Chrysler Crossfire
that has had a problem with a small oil leak somewhere on the valve cover. It is just enough to
occasionally get the burnt oil smoke smell while driving and then is gone. They replaced the
seal about 9 months ago, but it started again. The car only has 43, miles on it, but this appears
to be a common Crossfire issue. Will Blue Devil seal this? Can I add it to synthetic oil? Will it

harm the engine oil viscosity at all and harm the engine? One more thing I forgot. Do I have to
drain any of the oil out, or can I add Blue Devil with the oil level just about at the full mark?
Thank you for asking about your Chrysler Crossfire. The product is compatible and can be
added with synthetic oil. The product does not contain any petroleum distillates, so it would not
affect the oil viscosity. Also, it does not harden or thicken in anyway, so it would not adversely
affect the engine or the system itself. One 8 oz. If you are at the full mark, you may want to allow
for enough room to add the 8 oz. I have a Ford Edge It leaking oil on manifold and smoking. Can
I use blue devil also just the back is leaking. Once added you can expect to start seeing results
after approximately miles of driving. Was told I had a valve cover gasket leak so I used your
Pour n-Go head gasket sealer into the radiator per directions. The product you would have
wanted to use for a valve cover gasket leak would be the BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak. If so, you
would want to change the oil as soon as possible to prevent engine damage. I have a jeep
liberty sport 3. Thank you for asking about your Jeep Liberty Sport. The Oil Stop Leak is a
universal application and the more concentrated product, which would seal leaks in the oil pan
gasket, valve cover seal, rear main seal, etc. My 88 suburban blew a rod through my oil pan, will
blue devil stop leak be able to fix that leak? Thank you for asking about your Chevy Suburban.
You should expect to see results after approximately miles of driving. Have a BMW X5â€¦was
told have a minor valve cover leak. Is Blue Devil safe for my car? Thank youâ€¦.. How long will
the Blue Devil Oil stop last for? Until it leaks again Guess needs gasket and valve cover
replaced? Once the product seals, it would be a permanent seal. The product does not harden
or thicken in anyway, so it would not damage the engine or system itself. Can i put it in my
Acura couz its has gasket front leaking in near the heating plug and it comes out with smoke i
can smell oil burning in side when i drive can blue devil repair that until i get it fixed. Hi I have a
BMW ci. I had a smoke test and they told me my valve cover gasket was leaking and needed to
be replaced. Which product of yours should I use until I am able to replace it? Thank you for
asking about your BMW ci. As long as the leak is not more than a seep or lightly dripping, you
would be a good candidate for the product. I just got my transmission replaced which was a
chunk out of my pocket. I have gotten a few quotes that are a bit much for me especially after
this large repair so I wanted to know if this could honestly help me? Thank you for asking about
your Infiniti g I have a Ford Fusion. I hit a deer and took it to a mechanic after smelling a burnt
smell. They said I have leaky valves. Will your product fix the problem? Thank you for asking
about your Ford Fusion. BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak is more concentrated and is the universal
application that will work for various leaks such as oil pan leaks, rear main leaks, valve cover
gasket leaks, etc. Whereas the Rear Main Sealer is specifically formulated for only a leaking rear
main seal. It is not necessary to add both products simultaneously. I went into smog my ford
explorer xls, and the shop said I have a leaking valve cover, it leaks by the back of the cover and
when I drive I can smell and see little amount of smoke from the burn of the oil. Does your
product solidifys an clogs cooling passages or oil passages? Thank you for asking about your
Ford Explorer. The BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak does not harden or thicken in any way, so it would
not cause any adverse results. I have a 94 Pontiac firebird and my valve gasket cover needs
replaced. After 5 minutes my car is smoking under the hood. Will blue devil stop oil leak work?
Thank you for asking about your Pontiac Firebird. As long as you are not losing oil too quickly,
you would be a good candidate for the BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak. The product would be able to
treat leaking valve cover gaskets. I have a Hyundai Sonata! I recently found out I had a valve
gasket Leak. Thanks for your question about your Hyundai Sonata. Our guess would be that
your valve cover gasket leak has caused a low oil level in your car. If your car has low oil the oil
may have low pressure or be hotter than normal causing noise in your valves which could
sound like ticking or rattling. Our recommendation would be to fix the valve cover gasket leak
and top off your oil to see if that fixes the rattling. We have a Eurovan and recently had the
gasket replaced, but still leaking. We are adding a quart about every miles. Thank you for asking
about your Eurovan. Unfortunately, the product would not have any influence on a new gasket.
Replacing the valve cover may be your best option. Hi Guys. I live i Perth, Western Australia. I
do not recall ever seeing your product Blue Devil Oil Stop Leak, so would like to know if it is
available here, and if so, from where and at what price. Thank you and regards. We do have a
distributor in Australia that you can purchase the product from. I just replaced my sparkplugs in
my Ford Explorer V8. Was seeing oil on a few of them. Did some research and some info
advised it could be the valve cover. Think Bluedevil could fix the issue? You should expect to
start seeing improvement after miles of driving. I have a Jaguar XK, i had recently removed the
valve cover and it is now leaking. Does BlueDevil need to be added to each oil change? Also
would Liqui Moly engine flush clear or clean away BlueDevil? Thank you for asking about your
Jaguar XK. It is not the kind of thing that would need to be added with every oil change. We
have a Chevy cruze lt 1. Well its been 3 days since we took it and the valve cover is leaking

again. My husband and I noticed coolant somewhere under the engine. What could this be? Or
is it a head gasket issue? Thank you for asking about your Chevy Cruze. Did the mechanic
suspect a head gasket leak or did he diagnose the coolant leak? I have a 07 audi a4 quattro with
oil leaking from head cover I can see the stream of oil leaking and I have added the product and
followed instructions to the T but its starting to stream again. Thank you for asking about your
Audi. Is the leaking coming from the valve cover or the valve cover gasket? If the leak is coming
from a non-rubber component, unfortunately, the product would not have any affect. If the leak
is coming from the gasket, you should expect to start seeing results after miles of driving. You
should expect to start seeing results after miles of driving. Thank you for asking about your
BMW X5. As long as you are not losing oil too quickly, you would be a good candidate for the
product. Hi I have a pfl focus st Got lil bit of oil on 1 spark glug. Would this fix it please. Not
much oil. Just a lil bit. Have you confirmed where the oil leak is coming from? If it is from the
valve cover gaskets then we recommend applying BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak to seal the leak. You
may have to replace the spark plug as well depending on how contaminated it is. Thank you for
reply. Been told it the rocker cover or spark plug o rings. So not a gasket. My Nissan Armada is
slowly leaking oil from the gasket covers. Mechanic says one has a crack in it. Can Blue Devil
seal the crack in that gasket cover? Thank you for asking about your Nissan Armada. Just had
the oil changed today. Will this product work on a VW? Yes, the BlueDevil Oil would be able to
treat the leaking valve cover gasket and timing cover gasket on your Toyota 4Runner. Your
email address will not be published. BlueDevil Products Auto Blog! Once you have the entire
perimeter of the valve cover gasket visible, you need to check for a few things: Valve cover
inspection: Loose or missing bolts or screws Cracks in the valve cover Part of the gasket
sticking out from under the valve cover Evidence of a leak in the form of oil or black residue
around the edge of the valve cover. How to fix a valve cover gasket leak If you find evidence of a
leak, the best solution is to use BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak. Feel free to contact our tech support
team at with any further questions. James- That is excellent to hear! Thank you! Ryan- Thank
you for asking about your Chevy Blazer. Shawn- Thank you for asking about your Honda Civic.
Dinah- Thank you for asking about your Chevy Malibu. Molly- It is still a possibility even though
you do not visibly see any leakage onto the ground. You could always have your Dodge
checked out by a different mechanic for a second opinion. Thank You! Justin- Please contact
our tech support team at Will this product cause any engine harm in a bmw turbo engine?
Kevin- Yes, a leaking valve cover can sometimes leak onto your hot exhaust system and will
cause some smoke and a possible burning smell. Feel free to contact us at Collene- First off, we
are sorry to hear that you are having to deal with an oil leak. Martha- Thank you for asking about
your Nissan Maxima. Latanya- There is a very small possibility but it is unlikely. Nate, Thanks
for your question about your Ford Escape. Mack- A valve cover leak would not normally cause a
car to overheat unless the oil level has become extremely low. Teri- If the repair is done properly
then this should not become an ongoing issue. My Chrysler Crossfire has a valve cap leak. Will
your product fix this? Gerald- You may use either Head Gasket Sealer. Feel free to contact us at
with any questions. Varin, Thanks for your question about your Acura TL. Thanks again for your
question! Evelyn- Thank you for the question about your Montero. Joseph, Thanks for your
question about your i. Russel- You normally do not have to add an oil additive after the seal is
replaced. Julia, Thanks for your question about your Ford Econoline. Kelly- Thank you for
asking about your Mitsubishi Diamante. Desmond- Thank you for asking about you BMW i.
Caleb- Thank you for asking about your Chevy. Winnie- Thank you for asking about your Buick
Lesabre. Khan- Thank you for asking about your Toyota Camry. Jeremy- Thank you for asking
about your Nissan Xterra. Does blue devil stop leaks coming from a vacuum pump? I have a
Volkswagen rabbit 2. Thanks- Thank you for asking about your Volkswagen Rabbit. ClarisaThank you for asking about your BMW i. Thank you One more thing I forgot. Ray- Thank you for
asking about your Chrysler Crossfire. Feel free to contact us with any questions. Questions: 1
Was this the correct product to use versus the Oil Stop Leak? Bailey- Thank you for asking
about your Jeep Liberty Sport. Devon- Thank you for asking about your Chevy Suburban.
Sonny- Once the product seals, it would be a permanent seal. Sophia- Thank you for asking
about your BMW ci. Marshonna- Thank you for asking about your Infiniti g William- Thank you
for asking about your Ford Fusion. Hi there. Is it okay to use both rear main sealer and oil stop
leak at the same time? Chandler- BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak is more concentrated and is the
universal application that will work for various leaks such as oil pan leaks, rear main leaks,
valve cover gasket leaks, etc. Jeff- Thank you for asking about your Ford Explorer. JanikaThank you for asking about your Pontiac Firebird. Have a Ford Thunderbird V8 that has a slight
valve cover leak. Would this work? Khadijah, Thanks for your question about your Hyundai
Sonata. Flora- Thank you for asking about your Eurovan. Garry- We do have a distributor in
Australia that you can purchase the product from. Urbano- Thank you for asking about your

Ford Explorer. Luis- Thank you for asking about your Jaguar XK. Mike- Thank you for asking
about your Ford Explorer. Keisha- Thank you for asking about your Chevy Cruze. Jason- Thank
you for asking about your Audi. Hello my bmw ci is leaking from the valve cover is this what I
should use? Steve- Have you confirmed where the oil leak is coming from? Greg- Thank you for
asking about your Nissan Armada. Matt- Yes, the BlueDevil Oil would be able to treat the leaking
valve cover gasket and timing cover gasket on your Toyota 4Runner. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Oxygen sensors eventually need to be replaced
in all vehicles. Conclusion, properly functioning O2 sensors are critical for optimal fuel
consumption and good car performance. When in doubt, it is best to replace your faulty oxygen
sensor at most, every , miles. A very informative post on oxygen sensor. With these signs, I can
now assess whether my car is really having oxygen sensor problems. Have you tried restarting
your ecu by disconnecting the positive battery terminal? Then restarting the car and allowing it
to idle for ten minutes? That was 5 years ago. Have tried to restart every day for the last 5 years.
Do you think that I should have reconnected the positive battery terminal before trying? Maybe I
should seek professional advice. My tires are starting to go flat and the parking tickets are fast
approaching what I paid for the car in the first place. Also, parked beneath a tree and the bird
poop is deep enough that a small bush is growing out of my windshield wiper space. Heated O2
sensors are recyclableâ€¦they have a little bit of platinum in them which makes them more
valuable than most scrap metal. My Bonneville stalled and also died when I made left turns.
Took it in they said it was the oxygen sensors. It ended up costing me a thousand dollars to get
them replaced because they were not accessible. If I had a Bonneville it would of cost around
two hundred. Car ran fine afterwards. You got ripped off. I have the same car. The one O2
sensor is behind the engine on the exhaust manifold, not hard to get to at all. You sure?
Exhaust Gas Recirculator. If it gets stuck open, it will drag down your O2 level as sensed before
your upstream catalytic converter. This starves the engine of the fuel necessary to run
effectively. Instead, they leave the exhaust valves open briefly during the intake stroke drawing
in a little bit of exhaust gas to mix with the intake air-fuel mixture. What will happen if the cars
o2 sensor is out? Will it have issues accelerating? So I guess what im asking is since the O2
sensor is bad could this be the reason were having acceleration issuesâ€¦other than that the car
runs and drives fine. Bad o2 sensors, clogged catalytic converters and a host of other failures
can cause those symptoms. If you have access to a diagnostics scanner that reads live data,
watch the o2 upstream data as well as the downstream o2 data. The upstream should move up
and down indicating that its good. If the downstream is moving up and down like the upstream,
then the catalytic converter is shot. If the downstream is steady, then the cats are working. You
will need to know what the proper voltage is for your o2 sensors to determine if they are
working as they should. Usually when a cat goes bad, you will smell sulfur. Theirs several ways
to figure out if the cat is bad. You can loosen up the bolts in front of the cat to the intake and
see if it runs better. You can drill a hole in the cat as well to see if it runs better, then plug the
hole. You can use a thermal gun in front of and behind the cat. If it reads hotter behind the cat
than it does in front of the cat, then the cat is clogged. When the cat is restricted, the
downstream o2 will show bad readings. To everybody, thanks for the info! I seem to have that
type of problem with my downstream O2 sensor. A few days ago I took it head to head with a
fairly new Mustang from a stop light, and if he was pushing it equally as hard as I was, it was a
tie. Not bad for a 22 year old car with no known mods to the engine. I had it checked a couple
days ago and they said it was a bad O2 sensor. I replaced my oxygen sensor and my CEL went
off but when I used my scan tool it reads yellow an will not pass an emission test, help! I know
this is an old post, but did you resolve it? Did you reset the computerâ€¦after replacing any
electrical senors you always go back and reset the computer with a scan tool and drive it for at
3 days before going back to test it. It takes a couple of tries and giving it a little gas to get itto
keep from stalling. Could this be my o2 sensor? Hi, it could be as easy as a gas cap. Others
would be injectors, fuel pump is weak, dirty fuel filter. My truck stalls out and after 5 minutes are
so she starts up and then stalls again after a few minutes. I thought I got some bad gas and add
some sea foam and it ran good for a short time and then started stalling again. Auto zone tested
to see if a code would come up and it did not show any. Can the oxygen sensor be going bad
and not show a code? I have the same issue. Car starts after reaching normal temperature it
dies. After starting back up it will die again. However, when i disconnected both front o2
sensors or the EGR valve it works fine. Do you have any idea what it could be? I had oil getting
through my intake so I had engine rebuilt but it was smoking like crazy before the rebuild and
engine light is on it says cat is below efficiency any idea what it is? IF your car was burning lots
of oil then that burnt oil clogged your catalytic converter. New cat needed. I have no lights
coming on the dash at all all gages look fine.. Have the ignition module tested it could be bad as
that can cause it to stall and restart and then quit altogether. Hope this helps. I own a Honda

Civic LX 1. I suspect the problem with my car is the 02 sensor. This is the obvious diagnosis
given the error code but I was wondering if the problem could be something else. The car
stutters and bucks when I accelerate in 1,2, and 3rd gear up to about 3k RPM. Also, when I idle,
the car jerks and feels as though it will stall. Is there a good chance it is the 02 sensor or could
it be something else or in addition to the sensor? I have a 93 chevy Cheyenne that has a
fluctuating rpm at idle. O2 sensor or what? Most likely the MAF sensor. Hey mabey you guys
can help me â€¦. So to summarize, is this because the oxigen sensor is not the right one I
connected the cables identical to all the instalation guides i could find on the net or is this some
other problem? I would hate to go get a original part generic cost pesos I live in mexico but the
original is something like pesos please if any body has an idea please share. I am a technician
on 00 till on hondas oxygen sensor go out alot I got a accord the car would shake really bad
going 65 70 mph I changed both of the oxygen swnsors Is driving smooth and my gas mileage
improved easy fix. I have a question. I have a Lincoln ls. Was told that my O2 sensors were bad,
so I replaced 2 of them and when I had the money to get the other 2 I bought them. But I still
drove my car. So when the other finally got put on, well my car still acts the same as it did
before I replaced the bad ones. So my question is: did I ruin the first 2 I had put on by driving it
before I could get them all on. I have uncooked the battery. Please help! Thanks Teri. Normally
idles at but cuts out down to and sometimes dies all together. When it misses like this the lights
dim as well. The weird thing is it does not do it during the summer or when it is first started in
the cold winter mornings. The minute the vehicle warms up though only in the winter it starts
missing badly. Does not act up when driving down the highway. Anyone have any ideas. Had a
diagnostic done at local auto parts company and all they can show me is that they say the code
reads omission problems. Check engine light is on. To me if it were an O2 sensor I would think
it would happen all the time. Any suggestionsâ€¦. Mines is a 20 year old car but the symptoms
are similarâ€¦i didnt notice this happening until after i got some gas and added treatment to the
fuel system. Its been going on a week and ive added more gas since this so i dont think its bad
gas.. Im not getting any engine lights but go to advance or something and check your codes, its
free there. Let me know if you have any updates of what was the causeâ€¦thanks! Stopped and
got gas at a place outside of my town.. My car was running fine until I got gas the price was
cheaper so I got that gas.. My car started running badly.. Like when I pushed on the gas it was
bogging down.. Felt like it was plugged.. I put fuel injector cleaner in my gas tank and a good
mid premium gas.. It ran worse and now engine lite is on all the time. I have a Lincoln LS and
the wrench light comes on when I turn the car on as I go to drive it lacks power but if I turn it off
an restart it runs fine. My 03 Nissan Xterra started completely losing power to where it would
shake and die. It would take some time to start back up and would run fine for a while, and then
it would do it again. Replaced the fuel filter, pump, and sending unit. It is now throwing a P
code. It is running pretty good, but now I noticed I am losing about 15 mph going up hills that I
used to only lose about 5 mph. Think it could be the O2 Sensor? Have a 97 chevey blazer
changed fuel pump fuel filt. And fuel presser reg new coil pack and throttle pos sen and still
when i get up to 55 mph it bogs and when i let up and ease into it it will go but if i push down
agin it will do it agin any ideas. Ben I have a cheverlet 5. With my dodge ram 4. No rough idle,
tune up already been done.. I start my 89 Silverado. Starts and runs fine. Turn it off and restart
ii. It runs like a totally different truck. Rough idle,hesitation,,rich smell. Starts up and revs high,
Then it seems okay until I reach a speed from and it seems like it looses power and
intermittently feels like a misfire at idle. Is it my O2 sensor? I get a Code of P Multiple misfire.
Mine is doing the same, codes are; Running codes: Memory codes: Shop cleaned maf sensor
and idle control somthing, sensor? Ideas where to start? I have an 01 olds Aurora 4. Nice blog
post. I was getting a P Code on my Toyota Camry. Did I purchase a bad oxygen sensor? When I
turn my AC on my truck it acts like it wants to cut off and idles badly but when I turn it off it runs
fine. What could that be. My check engine light comes on for a day or two and then goes back
off for a day or two. The scan tool is showing a bad o2 sensor, but when when watch the live
data the voltage stay in between. Will my O2 sensor cause my catalytic converter to go bad or
does my catalytic converter going bad cause my O2 sensor to go bad. I have a 98 expedition xlt
I bought as a used vehicle. The previous owner said only the oxygen sensors need to be
replaced. The symptoms are mild shaking, Taking a while to accelerate and it seems like it
changes gears on it own every once in a while. Hello everyone! I drive a volks passat. It also
stalls acceleration sometimes. The fault code that was diagnosed is P Could this be an 02
sensor issue? I have a 95 Celica S. A mechnic checked it and said my upstream o2 is
toastedâ€¦. With my truck, it really gets weird. Always ran like brand new after replacing bad fuel
pump and underhood sensors. Lately when it rains or snows or just high humidity, it sputters,
misses, hesitates. Cleaned connection to VSS anyway and sealed it with di-electric grease, as
its a common problem here in Idaho winters. Unhooked the battery to clear the computer, truck

runs great until it rains again or is cold and wet out. Then I go through the same routine of the
misfires, hesitations , etc. Starts right up when cold and will idle nice all day at RPM. I do
however, smell a very rich exhaust, as if the choke is fully closed. O2 sensor??? I have a
Mitsubishi Montero Sport with two codes coming up, one is p idle air control system RPM
higher than expected and the second being p warm up catalyst efficiency below threshold Bank
1. Please could someone tell me what this all means LOL. I have a Chrysler sebring se 4cylinder
16 valve. In the summer time it runs fine. There is no failure from low CO emissions and there is
no case where failing 02 sensors will cause too low CO. My Buick LaCrosse runs smooth. I do
not hear any exhaust leaks before the downstream O2 sensor. The downstream O2 sensor
voltage is pretty steady, but usually below 0. Does that suggest a weak O2 sensor needing
replacement? For those who do not already know, you can get a FREE scan from Autozone and
many other similar shops. Learn what your codes are telling you. These are VERY usefu! My car
starts and idles for a few minutes and then shuts off. If I let it sit for about ten minutes and try it
again, it starts right up but it will shut down again. What could be causing this? It has 75, miles
on it. The mileage has dropped to mpg from the usual 39 to I had the oil changed and the
maintenance light came on shortly after. I stopped by autozone yesterday and they checked the
codes which indicated the upstream oxygen sensor was defective. Anything else that I should
consider before investing in sensors?? Should I have both the upstream and downstream
replaced at the same time? We have two vehicles with seemingly the same problem. Idle takes a
minute to settle down after we start the engine, then when we slow to a near stop the engine will
die and we have to start it several times before it stays running. Best Guess? I have had my
Corsa Lite for a year nowâ€¦.. Switching the engine off and starting it again sometimes helps.
We have replaced the fuel pump, the idle control valve and various sensors, she would be okay
for a week and then out of the blue start doing this again. I have a question â€” my daugher was
driving about 65 70 miles hour and had 18 wheeler truck tire hit front of vehicle, slide over hood
and smashed her windshield. She had car towed home on Sunday, windshield fixed yesterday.
On driving it today, her traction control lighrs and engine light came on â€” code was for
oxygen sensor. She has 90K miles. Are these two lights a coincidence or could they be related
to the accident. She says she doesnt remember driving over anything. I have a dodge charger
with a 5. My engine light came on it showed a p code, which is a EGR valve. I replaced it. The
engine light came on again. Same code. Two days later, guess what, the light is back on. Has
anyone had this problem before. I have a Audi A4 Quattro 2. I drives fine for about 5 minutes
and then the engine looses power, usually at a stop light. I went to auto zone and they said it
was the o2 sensor. Took it home on a flatbed. Next morning it fired up like normal and ran fine
while I turned it around in front of my shop, then stalled. Not even up to operating temp. I was
told my downstream O2 sensor and purge valve may need to be replaced. My question is, how
can i tell the difference? Difference in repairs in hundreds of dollars. I had an oxygen sensor go
out and replaced it failed again and was told there was oil in the line now it continues to fail
because of the oil. My Toyota Camry is running hirrihor. I had the MAF replaced and the fuel.
Could this be a faulty O2 sensor or catalytic converter?? My car has been idling rough and there
is hesitation when accelerating but now when I crank it it starts to idle then dies after about 3
seconds. I replaced the MAS but that was not the problem. I turn off and turn the ignition and
the needle gives me a reading, I know the car will start. Is this a bad sensor? My car is having
trouble starting. Its not the battery. It clicks but doesnt turn over to start. What could that be?
My car makes a small clattering sound when I hit it the gas and a little after I left off could that
be an 02 sensor or the whole catylitic converter. My bmw xi reading says o2 downstream has a
0. Our car wont accelerate past 30 without seeming like it wants to die. We just replaced a new
alternator, starter, spark plugs, speedometer sensor and battery still not wanting to operate
correctly. So if it is the O2 sensor will the car start to accelerate again and help the speedometer
go past 30 mph. Scan shows the down steam O2 sensor bad, replaced it and have same engine
fault light and scan says same sensor bad. I have a Chrysler sebring limited with 2. My wife was
driving down the road when she said that it started acting funny and when she started to
accelerate it would not go. I talked to a reputable garage and they said to replace the coils and
spark plugs. I cleared the Code and continued to drive it to see if it would happen again. So after
some study I decided to replace all 4, because if 1 goes the others are probably not far behind. I
noticed the Gas Gauge moves slower, which is always nice. I inherited my mothers Chevy
Impala. Anyone on here after years? Check engine light came n, co2 sensor bad and changed it.
Check engine light never went over , even cleared and then unplugged battery. I have Honda
CivicLx and the check engine light is on I got it checked and it says the 02 sensor came up!! My
car shuts off as soon as it gets to the middle of the cool part!! I just bought a Chevrolet Sonic
when driving it off the lot after purchase miles down the road the water light came on then the
check engine light today it is shaking is water and oil in it can you help me. A defective O2

sensor will likely cause your air-fuel mixture to be too rich and directly affect your fuel
economy. Flashing check engine light or malfunction indicator lamp in the vehicle? Of course
this can happen for other reasons as well and a defective oxygen sensor is one of them! Failure
to pass smog. Overall poor vehicle performance; rough idling, stalling, hesitation on
acceleration, etc. If your oxygen sensor has failed, the code checker will generate a diagnostic
trouble code that specifically indicates your oxygen sensor is bad. Guidelines for replacing the
oxygen sensors in your car, courtesy Bosch. Heated 3 and 4 wire O2 sensors, used in the
vehicles from mids through mids, replace every 60, to 70, miles. Newer vehicles made in mids
and later, replace the oxygen sensors every , miles. These are very helpful notes to remember. I
will surely apply this at home. Josh M. Does not sound like the 02 sensor. Brian Vi. Sounds like
a bad EGR. What is an EGR? Kathy Stuart. What CPS? Joshua Fennelly. Crank shaft positioning
sensor. Mine did the same cheap repair if done by yourself. Think the part cost me This seems
fuel pump issue and require changing. Fuel pump filter need cleaning. Christopher Bryant. I
Have the same problem if you have found out any thing please let me know. I just realized that
lol. Clogged cat would be hotter upstream. Steve ram. Chris Smith. Yes, however, I doubt a bad
o2 is causing your issues. Sounds like a fuel restriction. Miracia Vladimir. Misfire perhaps. Bad
coil pack or plugs. Intake leak. Also he checked the distributor cap and that was good. Bad
catalytic converter. Is your check engine light on? If so, what are the codes? Pete Brooks.
Would a bad 02 sensor cause the mustang to run sluggish stall out and not stay at a steady idle.
Brad Nimbus. Replace both oxygen sensors you always wanna go with the original parts. Better
re-cook your battery. Thomas Lavrenz. Traci Price. Rick Herman. Just got plugs wires rotor and
rotor plug. Magnus Soevgaard. Cars always cause problems when you least need them. Ben
Russell. Ryan Muhlenkamp. If not fixed yet have your transmission checked. A bad trans will
slip trying to go up hill. Sounds like MAF sensor. Look for vacuum leaks around the intake. Are
you losing coolant or using a lot of oil? Mine is doing the same, codes are; Running codes:
Memory codes: Shop cleaned maf sensor and idle control somthing, sensor? Sara Jones. Steve
Bryan. My car does the same thing. Did you fine out what was wrong with yours? Markito King
Soler. Jim Miller. Can some 1 help me. Car starts up then cuts out. Anita Miller. Robert Blandino.
Andre Fernandez. Okc Dave. Greg Biggs. Andre Kenneth. Huacho Martin. Riana Engelbrecht.
Gary Tredinnick. Hi Riana, The problem sounds like a bad throttle position sensor. Rhynisha
Dajon Warsley. I smell gas coming from the fuel line right by my engine but no leaks what does
that mean. Maureen Ferraro. Bob Olivrira. Grizzly Fart. Alson Ngobeni. Bob Jensen. Bob O.
Crank Position Sensor Above Starter. Colton Johnson. I changed my O2 sensor upstream and I
still have bad gas mileage and strong gas like smell. WhittakerFamily LawnCare. What does it
mean when bank 1 bank 2 dont read? Deanna Case. Leo Lapage. Derquisha Jones. Raylin
Jones. Brandon Marek. Andrew Welch. Angelynn Carpenter. Kelly Scott. Gil Sprague. Lakisha
Clark. Debbie Brasher. Ariana Davis. Temeka Cardin. Offer valid January 27 to February 23, Take
the court with legendary performance. Offer valid February 9 to M
mk4 catalytic converter
lck 2015
2006 buick lacrosse power steering reservoir location
arch 8, While supplies last. Offer valid from August 1st to November 30th, See full terms for
details. Offer valid September 4 to December 31, Regrettably, we have been made aware of
some unauthorized coupons using the ExxonMobil name and Mobil brands. Call with product
questions. We take your privacy rights seriously and we are dedicated to the protection of your
personal data. Click here to update settings. Filter by promotion type View all 5 Retail price
specials 0 Retail rebates 0 Retail special offers and programs 5 Service center coupons 0
Service center special offers and programs 0. Filter by date View all 5 Ending soonest 1 Newly
listed 2 Recently ended 2. Learn more. Retail special offers and programs Ends soon Feb. Retail
special offers and programs Ends soon Mar. Retail special offers and programs Already ended
Nov. Retail special offers and programs Already ended Dec. Contact us. I agree to the terms and
conditions. Click here for terms and conditions. All Rights Reserved.

